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and aristocrats. The domestic plays are more realistic than historical plays, both in 
their dialogue and costumes. For audiences, a newly written domestic play may 
seem almost like a news report since it often concerns a scandal, murder or suicide 
which has just occurred. These plays are known for their realistic portrayal of the 
lowest layers of Japanese society. Dance pieces are often served as a showcase for 
the talents of top onnagata actors. In a historical or domestic play, as the curtain 
opens upon a scene, the music starts, stirring to life the inanimate atmosphere of 
the stage. The musicians are hidden from view in the left comer of the stage. The 
music serves as a leitmotif of the play; it gives the cue for the actor's entrance; and 
to its accompaniment, the actor conducts his dialogue and performance. In the case 
of a dance-drama, the musicians are in full view of the audience, and the music 
assumes a much more dominant part.
Today Kabuki remains relatively popular; it is a vigorous and integral part of 
the entertainment industry in Japan. The star actors of Kabuki are some of Japan's 
most famous celebrities, appearing frequently in both traditional and modem roles 
on television and in movies and plays. Though there are only a handful o f major 
theatres in Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka, there are many smaller theatres in Osaka, and 
throughout the countryside. Some Kabuki troupes now use female actors in the 
onnagata roles, and the Ichikawa Kabuki-za (an all-female troupe) was formed 
after World War II. Interest in Kabuki has also spread in the West. Kabuki troupes 
regularly tour Europe and America, and there have been several Kabuki-themed 
productions of canonical Western plays such as those of Shakespeare. On the 24 of 
November, 2005 Kabuki was enlisted on the UNESCO's “Third Proclamation of 
Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.
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FUGUESASHI - JAPANESE SPECIALITY
The Japanese cuisine is different from any other cuisine in the world. Its 
secret lies in the careful choice of products, the beauty of serving and the attitude 
towards product in whole. Only the best gifts of the land and water deserve being 
served and the main aim of the cooker is preserving its initial characteristics. The 
main rule of the Japanese cuisine is as follows. Do not create, but find and 
discover. Nobody can compete with the things, created by nature indeed. Any glut, 
concerning the nature of the product is akin to barbarity.
In the Japanese cuisine there is the absolutely special delicacy - fuguesashi - 
the dish made of Fugue. Fuguesashi is a very beautiful and unique dish. It is 
cooked using the small fish (needle belly, diodont or fakh). Nacreous peaces of 
Fugue, fried or fresh, are laid like leaves on a round plate and eaten, throwing the 
peaces to the ponzue mix (vinegar sauce), asatsuki (onion), momidji-oroshi (grated 
daikon radish) and red pepper.
Muscles, liver and caviar contain the poison of nervously-paralytic action, 
which 275 times toxic than cyanic - tetrodotocsyn. Only 1 mm of tetrodotocsyn is 
the fatal doze for a person. One little fish has poison which kills 30-40 people. An 
effective antidote against the Fugue’s poison doesn’t exist. By the way, the main 
components of the ’’zombie's powder” - dried and used up Fugue.
Nowadays the cooks who prepare this delicious and expensive dish (250 or 
750 US dollars for a kilo) are graduated the special school to receive the license for 
opening a special restaurant. It's written that in a case of client's death from a 
poisoning, a cook makes hara-kiri.
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